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urrent 
thinking about 
diet and fiealtfi

attributes 
many ills to the 
consumption of 

animal fats
whether from mille or meat. Various sources of information 
and guidance on food and diet, in the media as well as in 
cookery books and articles, often feature this disapproval of 
animal fats quite prominently.

Authors and broadeasters in the prosperous countries of 
north-west Europe and North America, where meat 
consumption is relatively high, often point to some foreign 
population which eats more healthily, less meat, more 
vegetables and/or fish, and cooks in vegetable oils. It is pointed 
out that such peoples suffer far lower rates of heart and
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circulatory ailments. One région in which this healthy-eating 
other seems to résidé is "the Mediterranean", where he is 
supposed to eat many vegetables cooked or dressed in olive oil 
(a definite favourite in the current discourses of health and 
diet). By geographical association the Middle East is often 
included in this désignation.

There is some truth in this characterisation, especially 
in countries on the European shores of the Mediterranean, 
where olive oil cookery is prevalent. It is also true that the 
great majority of the populations of the Middle East and the 
Mediterranean eat little méat, mostly because of the 
constraints of poverty, and not through preference. If we look 
at food preferences and culinary aesthetics, however, we find 
that most of the peoples of the Middle East, including those of 
the Mediterranean coast, actually delight in meat, and in ail 
kinds of animal fats. But their patterns of food preferences in 
this respect are quite différent from those of their northern and 
western counterparts.

There are individual différences in taste, including taste 
for fat, everywhere. As the English nursery rhyme goes

fack  Spratt could eat no fat,
his wife could eat no lean
and so betw een them both, you see,
they licked  the platter clean.

But these individual différences occur within cultural 
systems which present the choices to individuals. In north 
European cultures, the choices relate primarily to the amount 
of fat or oil used in the cooking, and to the amount of fat eaten 
attached to the meat, this latter varying from no visible fat at 
ail to a small amount relative to the meat. Within these 
cultures, the idea of fatty meat is almost universally detested. 
The idea of eating fat by itself is unthinkable. In the context of 
Middle Eastern cultures, these fatty indulgences are not only 
thinkable, but positively welcomed by many. The clash 
between these two tastes is recorded in the accounts of English 
travellers and residents in Arab lands. Let us consider some
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relevant passages.
Sir Richard Burton, British nineteenth century 

orientalist and traveller, translator of The Thousand and One 
Nights, undertook a pilgrimage to the Islamic holy places, 
disguised as a Persian darweesh and doctor. The memoirs of 
these travels were later publishecl under the title Personal 
Narrative o f a Pilgrimage to Al-Madinah and M eccah. The 
work includes many detailed observations of peoples and 
manners, but very little on food and its préparation. Here is 
one of the few passages on the subject

.. the citizens (of al-Medinah), despite their being generally in 
debt, m anage to live well. Their cookery, lik e  that o f Meccah, 
has borrowed som ething from Egypt, Turkey, Syria, Persia, 
and India: as ail Orientais, they are exceedingly fond o f 
clarified butter. îh a v e  seen the boy M oham m ad drink o f f  
nearly a tumbler-full, although his friends warned him  that it 
would m ake him  as fat as an elephant. When a man cannot 
enjoy clarified butter in these countries, it is considered a sign 
that his stom ach is out o f order, and ail m y excuses o f a 
m elancholic tem peram ent were required to be in full play to 
prevent the infliction o ffr ied  m eat swimming in grease, or 
that guest-dish,rice saturated with m elted—perhaps I should  
say rancid—butter. The “Sam n” o f Al-Hijaz, however, is often 
fresh, being brought in by the Badawin, it has not therefore 
the full flavour derived from the old  and im pregnated skin- 
bag which distinguishes the “g h i” o f In dia .” (vol 2, pp 11-12)

A footnote adds: “Physiologists have rem arked that fat 
and greasy food  containing a quantity o f carbon, is peculiar to 
cold countries; whereas the inhabitants o f the tropics delight 
in fruits, vegetables, and articles o f diet which do not increase 
caloric.

This must be taken cum grano. In Italy, Spain, and 
Greece, the général use o f olive oil begins. In Africa and  
Asia—especially in the hottest parts—the people habitually  
eat enough clarified butter to satisfy an Esquimaux."

Note the inclusion of olive oil in the same category as other
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fats. To the nineteenth century Englishman, as to many of his 
more recent compatriots, these are manifestations of 
foreignness, "greasy" foods, whether saturated in olive oil or 
clarified butter. His own consumption of fat, whether lard for 
frying, meat fat and dripping, or butter on bread, are not, in his 
eyes, visible or identifiable as "grease". But relative 
perceptions apart, there is obviously a cultural threshold of 
toleration of fat, especially when it is not absorbed or 
incorporated in another material.

TE Lawrence (renowned as "Lawrence of Arabia") 
describes a Bédouin banquet. The scene is the tent of a tribal 
chief, and the assembled guests, ail Arabs apart from Lawrence, 
are being served:

The bow l was now  brim-full, ringed round its edge by white 
rice in an em bankm ent a foot wide and six inches deep, filled  
with legs and ribs o f mutton till they toppled over. It needed  
two or three victims to m ake in the centre a dressed pyram id  
of m eat such as honour prescribed. The centre-pieces were the 
boiled, upturned heads, propped on their severed stumps o f  
necks, so that the ears, brown lik e  old  leaves, flapped out on 
the rice surface. The jaws gaped em ptily upward, pulled open 
to show  the hollow  throat with the tongue, still pink, clinging 
to the low er teeth; and the long incisors whitely crowned the 
pile, very prominent above the nostrils’ pricking hair and the 
lips which sneered away blackly  from them..

“This load  was set down on the soil o f the cleared  
space betw een us, where it steam ed hotly, while a procession  
of minor helpers bore sm all cauldrons and copper vats in 
which the cooking had  been done. From them, with much- 
bruised bowls o f enam elled iron, they lad led  out over the 
main dish ail the inside and outside o f the sheep; Utile bits o f 
yellow  intestine, the white tail-cushion o f fat, brown muscles 
and m eat and bristly skin, ail swimming in the liquid o f 
butter and grease o f the seething. The bystanders w atched  
anxiously, muttering satisfactions when a very juicy scrap 
plopped out.

“The fat was scalding. Every now  and then am an
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would drop his baler with an exclam ation, and plunge his 
burnt fingers, not reluctantly, in his m outh to cool them : but 
they persevered till at last their scooping rang loudly on the 
bottom s o f the pots; and, with a gesture o f triumph, they  
fished  out the intact livers from their hiding places in the 
gravy and topped the yawning jaws with them.

“They raised each sm aller cauldron and tilted it, 
letting the liquid splash down upon the m eat till the rice- 
crater was full, and the loose grains at the edge swam in the 
abundance: and y et they poured, till am id cries o f 
astonishment from us, it was running over, and a little pool 
congealing in the dust. That was the final touch o f splendour, 
and the host called us to com e and eat. The first dip, for me, 
at least, was always cautious, since the liqu id  fat was so hot 
that m y unaccustom ed fingers could seldom  bear it: and so I 
would toy with an exposed and cooling lump o f m eat till 
others ' excavations had  drained m y rice segment.

“As the m eat pile wore down (nobody really cared  
about rice: flesh was the luxury)...

Lawrence relates this episode with the same mixture of 
amused irony and understanding indulgence with which he 
treated other peculiar customs and foibles of his hosts. He 
makes the banquet sound lilce an ordeal, which he endures 
with the same forebearance and good humour with which he 
endures ail other desert hardships. He dwells upon what to 
him and his presumed English reader, are grisly détails of 
heads, jaws, pink tongues still attached, hideous bits of 
intestines and innards, and lots and lots of fat. It is clear that 
the cooks are not content with the mutton fat itself, but add 
copious quantities of butter.

This delight in flesh and fat, it may be objected, are but 
the cravings of the otherwise deprived desert people, whose 
normal diet is meagre and lacking meat proteins. It is a rare 
indulgence and not a regular eating habit. This is, of course, 
true. But the taste for flesh and fat is also shown by many more 
prosperous Arabs, as we learnt about the good living 
inhabitants of Medina (from Burton's account above). In
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particular, the tas te for the "white tail-cushion of fat" (the 
Arabie liyya, Persian du m ba ) is widespread throughout the 
Middle East and parts of North Africa, especially among the 
prosperous classes who have regular access. It is sliced into 
stews of meat and vegetables, cubes of the fat are skewered 
with cubes of meat in kebabs, and it is minced with the meat 
for kofte kebabs. However, the Middle East is an area of great 
cultural diversity. The diversity of culinary cultures does not 
necessarily follow national or linguistic boundaries. The 
greatest différences are those between desert, mountain and 
city (with its rural hinterlands), and within this latter, there 
are great différences by class and by ethnie or religious 
community.

By the nineteenth century, the prosperous classes of the 
urban centres were more or less strongly influenced by 
Ottoman culture. The Ottomans developed a highly 
sophisticated food culture, and part of what we mean by 
sophistication is balance, and the careful use of différent 
ingrédients to produce varieties of flavour. The gross excesses 
of rude desert culture as recounted by Lawrence are avoided.
Let us now turn to an example of this sophistication related by 
another English observer, Edward Lane.

Lane resided in Egypt for some years in the 1830s. While 
not hiding his English nationality (unlike Burton), he adopted 
the style of life and manners of the Egyptian upper classes, 
even pretending Islam. His boolc Manners and Customs o f the 
M odem Egyptians, contains detailed accounts of customs, 
folklore, religion, magic, ceremonies and festivals.
Interestingly, like Burton and Lawrence, he says very little 
about food, and that mostly in relation to table manners and 
other customs and relationships involved in commensality. 
Here is one of the few passages on food:

“It [a m eal] generally consists, for the m ost part, o f “y akh n ee”, 
or stew ed m eat, either chopped onions, or with a quantity o f 

“bam iyehs”, or other vegetables-, “kaw urm eh”, or a richer stew, 
with onions; “warak m ah sh ee”, or vine-leaves, or bits o f 
lettuce-leaf or cabbage-leaf, with a mixture o f rice and m inced
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m eat (delicately seasoned with sait, pepper, and onions, and 
often with garlic, parsley, etc) wrapped up in them and boiled; 
cucumbers (“kh iyar”), or black, white, or red “badingans”, (in 
a footnote: The black  and white badingan are the fruits o f the 
two kinds o f eggplant; the red is the tomato.) or a kind o f 
gourd (called “kara k o o seh ”) o f the size and shape o f a sm all 
cucumber which are ail “m ah sh ee”,or stuffed, with the sam e 
composition as the leaves above m entioned; and “k e b a b ”, or 
sm all m orsels o f mutton or lam b, roasted on skewers. Many 
dishes consist wholly, or for the m ost part, o f vegetables, such 
as cabbage, purslane, spinach, beans, lupins, chick-peas, 
gourds eut into sm all pieces, colocasia, lentils, etc. Fish, 
dressed with oil, is also a com m on dish. Most o f the m éats are 
cooked  in clarified butter, on account o f the deficiency o f fat, 
and are m ade very rieh: the butter in the hot season is 
perfectly liqu id ... A boned fowl, stuffed with raisins, pistachio  
nuts, crum bled bread, and parsley, is not an uncommon dish; 
and even a w hole lam b, stuffed with pistachio-nuts, etc, is 
som etim es served up... Sweets are often m ixed with stew ed  
m eat etc; a s, for instance, “an n ab” (or jujubes), peaches, 
apricots, etc, and sugar, with yakhnee. Various kinds o f  
sweets are also served up, and often in no particular order 
with respect to other méats, [discussion o f sweets, in 
particular kunafeh, and water-melon]... A dish o f boiled  rice 
(called “ruz m u fe lfe ï the “p ilav ” o f the Turks) m ixed with a 
little butter, and seasoned with sait and pepper, is generally  
that f  rom which the last morsels are taken...

The dishes described here, as well as the order of service, are 
clearly part of a prosperous urban food culture, showing strong 
Ottoman influences. In particular, it is most unusual in other 
and in more recent eating patterns in the région to eat rice as 
the last dish of the meal. It must have been a spécifié Ottoman 
or urban Turkish custom, diffused to the upper classes of 
Egypt, and perhaps other Arab parts of the Empire. It is 
interesting to note, in passing, that this custom is shared with 
Chinese and Japanese food cultures, in which rice is served at 
the end of the meal.
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To return to our main theme. Lane's estimation of the 
eating habits he observed is obviously considerably higher than 
that of Burton and Lawrence regarding their subjects. He 
highlights the delicacy of seasoning, the variety and balance: 
meat, many vegetables and stuffings, sometimes fish and fowl. 
The delicacy is also apparent in the table manners and 
etiquette; Lane assures the European reader that there is a great 
deal of ceremony and delicacy in eating with the hand. One 
statement regarding balance is that méats are coolced in 
clarified butter "on account of the deficiency in fat, and are 
made very rieh". This statement supposes a standard of 
required richness or level of fat, which Lane does not seem to 
find exceptional or gross. Looking at the détails of the meal we 
find that meat features in many of the dishes: meat stews 
(yalchnee), minced meat in stuffed vegetables, kebab, stuffed 
fowl and kawurmeh. Lane describes this latter as a "richer 
stew", but does not seem to know exactly what it is. What is 
now called by that name in many parts of the région is mutton 
coolced in much fat and spices, and conserved in the fat. It is 
then used in a variety of ways, including a stew with 
vegetables. A meal including this dish as well as other méats 
cooked in clarified butter is a very rieh meal indeed. Perhaps 
the absence of a central meat dish, lilce the English roast, and 
the abundance of vegetables, made the meal appear to Lane as 
if it needed extra richness. Moreover, unlike the gross displays 
of fat described by the other two authors, in this case the fat is 
absorbed or incorporated in other foods, and is consequently 
less visible.

Note that the only mention of oil in Lane's account is 
the reference to fish dressed with oil. Oil also features in his 
account of the food of the lower orders, where foui medemes 
(stewed Nile beans), was, then, as now, dressed with linseed 
oil. Another oil, that from sesame, is mentioned in another 
context, in Lane's description of Egyptian Jews:

“Many o f the Egyptian fews have sore eyes and a b loated  
complexion -  the resuit, it is supposed, o f their m aking an 
im m oderate use o f the oil o f sesam e in their food. ” (p.545)
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This is an interesting example of the symbolic use of food to 
mark the boundaries between religious communities, as well 
as to construct negative stéréotypés of the other. Jewish food 
régulations prohibit the mixing of meat and mille products, 
thus excluding butter as a cooking medium. Jewish 
communities throughout the Middle East use some lcind of 
vegetable oil as their regular cooking medium: in Lane's Egypt, 
and in Iraq till quite recently, they used sesame oil. Sephardic 
Jews, whose main Middle Eastern location is Turkey, have 
traditionally used olive oil. Negative stéréotypés of Jews often 
refer to the smell of oily cooking in their districts, and in the 
instance reported by Lane, to its effect on their health and 
appearance.

Lane also mentions the use of sesame oils by Copts 
during their fasting periods, during which meat products are 
forbidden. The use of oils is common among other Christian 
communities during fasting periods. Christian cooking in 
Greater Syria [ie Syria, Lebanon and Palestine) features many 
vegetable dishes cooked in olive oil. The food of Christian and 
Jewish communities in the Middle East is otherwise broadly 
similar to that of their Muslim neighbours. And this includes 
the taste for fat; Jews and Christians in Iraq, for instance, 
shared the enthusiasm for the tail fat of mutton, and used it in 
the same ways described above.

Having illustrated the taste for animal fat in Middle 
Eastern culinary cultures, let us consider, briefly, the use of 
olive and other oils. Clearly olive oil has a distinct place in the 
food of the Mediterranean régions of the Middle East. But only 
under conditions of economic or ritual constraint or scarcity is 
it used as an all-purpose cooking medium, as it is, evidently, in 
parts of Spain and Greece. In the Mediterranean parts of 
Turkey and Greater Syria, it is used for cooking certain 
vegetable dishes, and sometimes fish, as well as for dressing 
salads, and generally as a flavouring condiment. In this respect, 
its place is specified by a culinary aesthetic which assigns 
appropriate cooking media to différent ingrédients.

Much of the above should be related in the past tense.
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This is because in recent years, economic factors have led to a 
transformation in the availability, price and use of différent 
fats and oils. In many parts of the région people cannot fully 
indulge their preferences for animal fats, and have substituted 
the cheaper, industrially produced tasteless vegetable oils, or, 
to a lesser degree, the solid hydrogenated vegetable fats, 
designed as butter substitutes. But this is the subject for 
another time.
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